
Abseiling Questions 

In order to remove and replace the window spandrel panels it was incumbent on WCL to find the 

easiest, quickest and most inexpensive method of doing that as possible. 

Instead of this WCL, guided by MetroPM, decided to employ CHPK whose contract, being fee based 

in the same way as the MetroPM contract, gave neither CHPK or MetroPM any incentive to reduce 

costs, but keep costs as high as possible. 

WCL states that they were always against the abseiling method. 

1) Can WCL give THEIR (not CHPKs) evidence-based reason for this decision - why they were 

against abseiling as a method of replacing the spandrels? The reasons previously given by 

WCL are not reasonable ones when real life shows abseiling used successfully around the 

world. 

2) If WCL cannot give their facts then was this decision enforced by CHPK without question by 

WCL?  

3) If it was CHPK’s advice, did WCL consider that CHPK’s advice could be biased due to the way 

WCL structured the contract with CHPK? We note that according to the contract, £24,000 

will have already been paid out to CHPK on account. So in order for CHPK not to have to pay 

anything back to us, they will need a project that costs us all at least £160,000 to complete 

(so their 15% fee equals the £24,000 already paid out). Has WCL considered that's why CHPK 

want scaffolding so badly, where the scaffolding alone costs at least £120,000 to put up then 

£5,000 per week to keep (figures per Board update 3 Mar 21), rather than abseilers that cost 

£49,000 to carry out the entire project including labour (see quote attached)? 

WCL have now stated that other methods of replacing the spandrels were under consideration 

except for abseiling. WCL supplied the tender specification which CHPK had produced. Within that 

document there were significant numbers of pages devoted to detailed scaffolding specification that 

every tenderer must follow. There was no mention of any other method: 

4) Can WCL confirm that the tender specification was changed following WC-FLAG pressure to 

ask companies to submit other methods of climbing the building or that companies were 

asked to re-tender based on new information? Please supply the altered tender document 

or the communication with those companies to allow them to alter their tender. 

WCL stated that companies had tendered quotes with the other methods instead of scaffolding: 

5) Leaseholders have not seen even ONE of the tender returns. Why is WCL/CHPK withholding 

these documents?  

WCL said that the reason for rejecting abseiling was the inability to check the work.  

6) Why does WCL refuse to accept independent checkers who can abseil and are certified to 

sign off the work or other methods to check the work?  

WCL stated that directors did not meet up with the Abseil company representative because they had 

already written off abseiling as a method to use: 



7) Did WCL directors consider that by meeting with the abseil company they would have been 

more educated even if, after listening, they still were convinced the abseiler was wrong? 

 

For your interest WC-FLAG did get a quote from the abseil company and it is attached to this email. 

We would appreciate your written feedback on this quote. 

 


